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Abstract— The analysis of gel electrophoresis images is 
very crucial for molecular biologists to comprehend and 
interpret their experimental results. Thus, enhancing 
current mathematical methods and developing new 
accurate ones is very important and challenging task for 
bioinformaticians. For example, enhancing the commonly 
used mathematical method in gel analysis known as 
"Fitting method estimation" and proposing a new efficient 
method entitled "Ruler estimation" for preprocessing a 
given image and detecting lanes and bands automatically. 
Both mathematical methods implemented in our newly 
developed software. Three mathematical models namely, 
linear, quadratic and cubic fitting are tested for the 
accuracy of detecting the bands and lanes in the gel 
image to determine the best fitting model. A friendly user 
interface is developed for this new program using MATLB 
GUI to extract useful bimolecular information accurately 
and automatically. The new software has the ability to 
manually add or delete any band(s) and estimate the size 
of any unknown band(s) on the gel. Moreover, the 
similarity and (dis)similarity between lanes "samples" are 
estimated based on comparing the numbers and sizes of 
bands to generate a phylogram tree.  
Keywords— Clustering, Electrophoresis (GE), Fitting 
Data, Gel Image Preprocessing, MATLAB. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Gel electrophoresis (GE) is an important technique for 
many molecular biology analysis's. DNA and protein gel 
images [1, 2] are obtained through the gel electrophoresis 
separations techniques of DNA and protein fragments.  
The separation of the polymorphic bands is based on the 
sizes of the negatively charged DNA fragments running 
from the negative cathode toward the positive anode. 
Each Image has some vertical lanes; each lane 
corresponds to one sample and has a number of horizontal 
bands. The band's position in a lane represents the 
molecular length/sizes of each band which results from its 
speed of immigration on the gel [2].The basic principle of 
band distribution in the gel image is that the larger pieces 
are run slower than smaller ones and staying in the upper 
position of the lanes [3]. Meanwhile, the smaller 
fragments migrate faster through the gel and occupy the 
lower position of the lanes. 
There are many factors that could affect the image 
quality, such as voltage, field strength, time, reorientation 
angle, agarose type, and concentration, the buffer 
chamber temperature, etc….. [4]. Image quality could 
affect the accuracy of extracting right information from 
these images. Thus, the need for enhancing and analyzing 
software the images is essential for biologist. The 
available Commercial softwares are very expensive and 
most free softwares are very complicated with limited 
options. The most famous softwares are the molecular 
imager Gel Doc XR, ImageJ and PyElph. For instance, 
the molecular imager Gel Doc XR is fairly easy but it is 
not free beside thatit has limited options (e.g. the user 
can't get build a phygram trees based on the gel image 
data)  [5]. On the other hand, ImageJ is famous free open 
source software [6]that depends on the user to detect 
lanes and bands manually; which also do not allow the 
user to build or get trees from the image data. In addition, 
PyElph is a free software [7]to analyze DNA gel images 
but the user does not have the privilege add or delete any 
band manually. 
In the current research work we tryingto introduce a 
software program that avoids the drawbacks of previous 
softwares(e.g. easy to use, draw phygram trees, add or 
delete any band manually or automatically, using new 
mathematical algorithms and MATLB GUI) [8, 9],to 
extract useful molecular in formation automatically from 
gel images. The newly developed program, "Image 
Analyzer", analysis is based on new bands mathematical 
calculation method in gel analysis known as "Fitting 
method estimation" and proposed new efficient method 
entitled "Ruler estimation". In addition, two new 
mathematical methods to determine molecular weight of 
DNA were described. Moreover, three mathematical 
models were tested to identify marker weights from 
evaluating coefficient of determination R2, residual 
values   and RMS values for each band to determine the 
best fitting model. The Implantation of Gel analyzer flow 
chart is described and perspectives are presented. 
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II. BIOLOGICAL DATA BACKGROUND 
Some DNA gel images were used to apply the new 
software analysis.[10].All the selected gel images contain 
a marker lane in the far left side of the image followed by 
different DNA samples as outlined on (Figure1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1: An outline of gel image shows. A) One of these 
lanes which are called Marker (M) and followed by lanes 
of the samples.  Marker lane is usually containing bands 
of known size that are used to measure and compare the 
sizes of sample's bands. B) An example of Gel image 
contains a range of sizes in the marker lanes and different 
samples. 
The distribution and immigration of the band on the gel is 
based on the size. The larger fragments run slower than 
the smaller fragments on the gel as outlined on (Figure 2). 
 
 
Fig.2: The amplification and immigrations of bands on 
the gel. A) Amplified fragments with different sizes 
produced by biological experiments. B) Smaller 
fragments run faster than the larger fragments on the gel. 
 
III. GEL ANALYZER METHODOLOGY  
There is much important information for biologist that 
can be extracted from gel images. The accuracy of those 
information is depending on the accurate detection of 
some parameters. The current proposed program 
implemented many mathematical methods to analyze an 
image. The user has the ability to make the analysis 
through five key steps starting with Image enhancement 
preprocessing followed byLane detection, Band detection 
&Length estimation, Lanes comparison& determination 
of Bands type and drawing a Phylogram tree (Figure3). 
Many samples of DNA gel images were used in this 
analyses in which mostly contain a marker lane and at 
least a five different lanes with different samples.  
 
Fig.3: The methodology of gel analysis outline of the five 
key steps of the analysis. 
 
Image Enhancement Preprocessing   
Enhancement of an Image is very important to make an 
information extraction easier. The original Gel image 
passes through many preprocessing steps to enhance it. 
.For example, if the image is very small, it must be 
enlarged without missing important information.  In 
current work, the tested image was cropped to be used 
and MATLAB toolbox was used to Convert RGB image 
to gray scale, which result of measuring the intensity of 
light at each pixel. Then, background was subtracted to 
extract object recognition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4: The original test image to go through enhancement 
preprocessing. 
The mathematical algorithms for Background subtraction 
procedure can be indicated as [11]: 
Background estimation: 
Backgroundx, y = f • Bx, y    ∀  x, y ∈    F   
Background subtraction: 
f ′x, y = fx, y − Backgroundx, yx, y
= f − f • Bx, y    ∀ x, y ∈ F  
Where, B is a size image of structuring element which is 
computed as in Ref. [12, 13], f(x, y) is a raw image and f. 
B is a dilation. 
B) 
A) 
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The  image filtering processes are applied on image by 
using Gaussian low pass filter(3x3) to make  image 
smoothing, approximate out of focus blur and to remove 
the different types of noise that are either present in the 
image during capturing or introduced  into the image. 
Moreover, Image deblurring is used ordinary filter to 
refer to the procedures, which attempts to reduce the blur 
amount in a blurry image to be clearer and sharper [14, 
15, 16].The erosion of (f) by a flat structuring element (B) 
at any location x, yis the set of all points in the image, 
where the structuring element fits into, the origin of the 
structuring element at every pixel location in the image is 
placed. The erosion is the minimum value of(f) from all 
values of (f) in the region of (f)coincident(B). This knows 
as the morphological transform to extract details from the 
image [17].The following figure shows the resulting 
histogram from enhancing an image (Figure5a). The steps 
of the processes is illustrated in the following flowchart 
(Figure5b) 
 
 
Fig. 5: The steps for erosion and deblurring image. a) 
The histogram of results to enhancing image. b) 
Flowchart illustrating the processes of Enhancement. 
 
Lane Detection 
There are many approaches to handle the lane detection 
problems.  Troy, Z .et al described a general strategy for 
band mapping that uses background banding patterns to 
facilitate lane calling and size calibration without the 
detection of individual background bands and without 
requiring the presence of dedicated marker lanes[18].This 
was achieved by detecting local maxima of intensity 
profiles formed by vertically integrating pixel values 
over, either a set of horizontal sectors or the entire image, 
using Gel Buddy which is a practical PC and Macintosh 
computers tools. Also, Akbari, A. et al in Ref. [19] 
applied low-pass filter followed by equivalent width 
algorithm to locate and separate the lanes in DNA gel 
images and to enhance the image followed by an edge 
preserved noise filtering algorithm that is based on the 
one dimensional signal obtained by averaging the 
intensity for each column in the gel image into the 
horizontal axis. 
In this research, the previous two strategies in Refs 
[18,19] were applied by using Wiener Low pass filter 
[20]which is called Minimum Mean Square Error 
(MMSE) or Least-Square (LS) filtering  as general filter 
to detect lanes for any type of gel image to give the best 
reconstruction of the original image. Then, Nominal 
spacing (δ) [21, 22]is estimated between lanes in the 
following steps: 
1- Compute the mean for every column in the image, 
2- Determine the auto-covariance to the mean profile , 
3- Calculate the difference between auto-covariance 
profiles to get the location of the peaks in the lanes 
and get the mean for difference between these 
centers (δ). So the boundary of the first lane from 1 
to δ column and the second lane from δ to 2 δ  and 
so on as shown in  Figure 6[ a, b& c].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6: Lane Detection from a gel. a) Vertical profile that 
shows lanes with blue color and the spacing between 
them with vertical pink line for the number of lanes in the 
image. b) Lane's detection using winner filter. c)  Flow 
charts presenting the steps for detecting lanes. 
 
b) 
a) 
c)
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The number of lanes is computed by using the following 
equation: 
number of lanes 
= round number of the image′s columns
δ
"
= Real number 
 
Bands Detection 
A band is an area of high density of pixels on the binary 
image ((starting from left and from right)) with semi-
rectangular shape. Caridade, C.M.R. et al [23] presented 
the band as a local maximum in the histogram function 
obtained for the number of pixels on a line (for one lane). 
This function is calculated using only the central 2/3of the 
lane’s width. A margin of 1/6of the lane width is used at 
both sides of the lane. In this research, the image was 
divided into sub images and every sub image is a lane. 
For every lane: 
1- Convert the gray enhancement image into binary 
enhanced image. 
2- Labeled every white region [24]. 
3- Locate centers of every labeled region, these centers 
detect the bands. 
Figure 7[a& b] shows the band detection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7: Detect the bands in the image. a) Horizontal 
profile for the number of bands in each lane in the image. 
b)  Flow charts presenting the steps for detecting bands. 
 
Length Estimation 
The DNA molecular weight markers[25] is known as a 
set of DNA fragments of known molecular sizes that are 
used as a standard to determine the sizes of unknown 
fragments. During the experiment, the user has to choose 
one of the lanes to load his molecular marker. Marker 
bands are pieces of DNA with known sizes that are used 
to identify the approximate size of other parallel bands 
that runs on the same gel during the same time of 
electrophoresis [26].Thus, Molecular weight is 
proportional to migration rate through a gel matrix 
comparing to the marker. In this software, determination 
of DNA molecular weight markers of unknown bands is 
estimated by two different methods entitled "Fitting 
estimation" and "Ruler estimation". 
From these methods will get the type of every band 
(mono, poly or unique) which the term Polymorphism 
(poly) in biology happens when two or more obviously 
dissimilar phenotypes exist in the same population of a 
species. In other words, the occurrence of more than one 
form or morphs [27]. In same regards, 
monomorphism(mono) means having only one form and 
Dimorphism means having only two forms. However, 
unique morph means that there is only single individual 
have a distinct phenotype from his population. In same 
manner, the same concepts can be applied in gel analysis. 
Polymorphic bands mean that the bands existence is 
different between different lanes (samples.).This means 
that the bands (markers) could present in an individual or 
some individuals but is absent in another individual(s).  
Monomorphism means having only one band with the 
same size in all the samples and unique band is band with 
a unique size that only can be found in this lane (sample) 
as shown in figure 8 [10].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8: The type of bands mono, poly or unique. 
 
Fitting  Estimation 
Advanced fitting method estimation is a famous method 
that is used in many papers to estimate unknown band’s 
size .It is based on band's position. It doesn't use only 
linear equation but also use non linear regression. Nouh, 
E.A [28] was used linear equation to get unknown band’s 
size, but Istvan, L. [29] was applied four curve types 
(Linear, Quadratic, Linear log and exponential) for the 
fitting process to be chosen the best fit. In this paper, 
advanced fitting method is used non linear regression 
(cubic equation) for all proteins and DNA gel images to 
detect the size of the unknown bands inside the lanes. The 
band of DNA gel is analyzed to obtain relative distance 
(x$%) values for each band in the gel. The relative 
distance is defined as the migration distance from the top 
of the gel, loading well, of band of interest measured with 
a) 
b) 
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reference to a marker DNA lane or to a tracking dye in 
the bottom of the gel. 
Relative distance (x$%) of the DNA gel standards is 
calculated as follows:  
x$%= &'()*+,-.'/0*)-&12%34/-5&'()*+,-.'/0*)-& 12 &2-   
If dye line is not found in gel image, relative distance 
(x$%) can be computed from this equation: 
x$%   = 67(')'7+ 78 )h- 9+:+7;-+ 1*+&+9.1-0 78 )h- 07;( '+ )h- /-5 '.*/-  . 
Then, relative distance is used to calculate the log of 
unknown band’s size from cubic equation as follows: 
          y57/=ax$%< + bx$%> + cx$% + d 
Where y57/ is alog of the unknown size , x$% is the 
Relative distance of a chosen band and a,b, c, d are 
coefficients . 
Plotting the results from first order to ten order 
polynomials with the actual DNA molecular weight 
marker. Then, the cubic equation is chosen to estimate the 
unknown band weights as shown in figure 9[a & b]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9: Comparison of models with given data. a) The  
relative distances between linear, quadratic and cubic. 
b) Flow charts presenting the steps of Fitting Estimation 
 
The Following tables shows the mathematical comparison 
between those linear, quadratic and cubic models to show 
the best model for identifying unknown bands of DNA 
molecular weight marker. 
Table 1 shows the predicted molecular weights produced 
by linear, quadratic and cubic models and known 
molecular weights of bands, where, 
xi the position of the band in the lane 
x$% is the relative distance  y-? is the exact value of marker’s weights  y57/ _-?is a log of the  marker’s weights yA5'+is approximate values from the linear equation 
y57/ _5'+is log of the  weights from the linear equation. 
yAB9is approximate values from the quadratic equation. 
y57/ _B9is log of the  weights from the quadratic equation. 
yA,9 is approximate values from the cubic equation y57/ _,9is log of the  weights from the cubic equation. 
yC-? is the mean for the exact values (y-?)  
Table 1: Comparison of linear, quadratic and cubic 
models for every band with known molecular weight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To measure the errors of the obtained results, root mean 
squares of errors (RMS) are calculated such as[30]: 
RMS of errors = DE∑ 2GHI2HJKHLM + N, 
Residual eA'Absolute error  = |yA' − y'| 
where yA' is the obtained approximate solution (predicted 
value) while yi is the exact (observed value) solution and 
n is the number of bands. 
 
Table 2: Calculating the root mean square of errors 
(RMS) and absolute errors for three models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are three regression formulas [31]: 
1- The measure of explained variation (Regression sum 
of squares), 
SSR =  ∑ y-? – yC-?>.+'ST  
2- The measure of explained variation (Error sum of 
squares), 
SSE =  ∑ y-? – yA>+'ST . 
3- The measure of total variation(Total sum of squares), 
SST = SSR + SSE= ∑ y-? − yC-?>+'ST . 
a) 
b) 
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Coefficient of Determination   R> = 1 − VVWVVX = VVYVVX is 
computed for three models, where    R> ≥ 0. 
 
Table 3: Calculating Error sum of squares SSE 
and   \> for linear, quadratic and cubic models. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Calculating Regression sum of squares SSR 
and   \> for linear, quadratic and cubic models. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Residual eA'=|y' − yA'|. 
Table 5: Estimate the residual errors for three models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From figure 9 and tables 1 to 5, show that the cubic 
model is to be the best fitting and it is used to identify 
unknown bands of DNA molecular weight marker. Cubic 
model is best because: 
1- Coefficient of Determination R2 is near than 1. 
2-  Get smaller residual values ]G^. 
3- RMS ≤1.053013102 . 
 
 
Table 6: Final approximated marker weight of unknown 
bands using cubic model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From table 6, cubic model is used to estimate the 
unknown bands weight and is very useful to get the type 
of every band that is mono, poly or unique. 
Table 7: The bands converging in distance take the same 
values in different lanes. 
 
 
From figure 7 and table 7, the software program can take 
the same values of bands converging in distance with 
different lanes. 
Example 1: 
From cubic model, 
y57/=ax$%< + bx$%> + cx$% + d 
where: a, b, c, d are coefficients such that  a = -0.8387, b= 
1.2457, c = -1.7636, 
 d= 3.3377. 
1- At x  =149 is the position of the unknown band (the 
first unknown band in the second lane),  
2- Since the number of rows in the gel image is 259 
3- Then compute relative distance x$%=T_`>a`=0.5753. 
4-  Calculate ylog = log of band's length, then 
y57/=2.5757  
5- So unknown band's length= 10>.abab  = 376.4401   
376 bp as seen in table 6.  
 
Ruler Estimation 
It's a new method applied to evaluate unknown bands 
between any two marker’s bands respectively. For a non 
equal marker’s sizes distances between bands according 
to their length in the marker, we have found the bands 
closer to the top are wider than those closer to the bottom 
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of the image. So a new ruler scale is applied between 
every two respective bands based on changing the scale 
between bands in the marker by using this equation: 
Scale = ;1I;*&*I&1 , wb > ef, gf > gh. 
Where  
wa, da are the length and centered of the band a 
respectively, and wb, db are the length and centered of the 
band b respectively  
Let Wc is the weight of the unknown band and dc is the 
position of the unknown band, then the below equation is 
introduced to evaluate the weight of the unknown band:  
                                                
 
Or, we can write:                        
   . 
Table 8: Application of a ruler scale between two bands 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 2: 
Let the position of the unknown band dc =149. Compute 
the weight marker of this unknown band Wc. 
Solution: 
By using the scale equation : 
                      
We can get the values of da, db, wa and wb from table 8, 
Then da =170, db =143, wa =300 and wb = 400 . 
Applying equation Scale = (400-300)/(170-143) = 3.7037. 
Then, the weight marker of unknown band is found:    
Wc  = 300 + (170 –149)* 3.7037=377.777 378 or 
Wc = 400 – (149–143)*3.7037=377.777  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9: Final approximated marker weight of unknown 
bands using ruler model estimation. 
 
Ruler estimation based on making a scale between every 
two marker's weight bands respectively. From table 9, 
ruler estimation is very important to get the type of every 
band that is mono, poly or unique. 
Table 10: The bands converging in distance take the same 
values in different lanes 
 
From figure 7 and table 10, the software can take the 
same values of bands converging in distance with 
different lanes as similar to fitting method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10: Flow charts presenting the steps of Ruler 
Estimation 
 
IV. Phylogenetic tree 
The similarity/ dissimilarity between the DNA lanes 
(samples) were computed and used to generate a tree 
based on the number and sizes of band in each lane. This 
kind of estimation is very useful for molecular and 
population genetics studies [32]. 
Both the ruler and fitting could be used optionally to 
generate the tree with merely similar results as seen in 
figure 11. 
 
 
 
 
 
a) 
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Fig. 11: Two mathematical methods to produce 
Phylogram tree a) Proposed Phylogram based on ruler 
method    b) Phylogram tree based on the Fitting method
 
Different distance measures are integrated in the program 
to generate phylogram trees by pairwising distance 
between lanes. The choice of distance mea
based on the application area. Calculation of the distance 
between two clusters is based on the pairwise distances 
between members of the clusters. Pairwise distance 
between two sets of observations (vectors)xs = (xs1, 
…,xsn), xt = (xt1, …, xtn) as shown in figure 12 are:
 
1- Euclidean distance:                    .  
It measures absolute differences between vectors.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2- Cityblock distance (= Manhattan distance):
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3- Chebyshev distance : The distance equals to the 
maximum coordinate difference of the attributes. It 
used  if the worst case must be avoided:
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b) 
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4- Minkowski distance in n
generalization of Euclidean Distance
p  = 2 gives Euclidean distance
p = 1 gives city-block distance
p= gives Chebyshev distance
5- Cosine distance:One minus the cosine of the 
included angle between points (treated as vectors).
6- Correlation distance:One minus the sample 
correlation between points (treated as sequences of 
values) . It measures trends/relative differences:
7- Spearman distance:One minus the sample 
Spearman's rank correlation between observations 
(treated as sequences of values). 
b) 
f) 
2
p
p
tjx
1

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d) 
e) 
c) 
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-dimensions: It is a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where 
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is the rank of   taken over 
and  are the coordinate wise rank vectors of 
and  
 , 
8- Hamming distance:It is used for number of different 
attributes values.It is the percentage
that differ. 
9- Jaccard distance:One minus the Jaccard coefficient, 
it is the percentage of nonzero coordinates that 
differ. 
Figure 12: Different distance measures are used to 
generate phylogram trees. a)Euclidean distance. b) 
Cityblock distance. c) Chebyshev distance. d) Minkowski 
distance. e) Cosine distance. f) Correlation distance. g) 
Spearman distance.  h) Hamming distance. i) Jaccard 
distance. 
 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
EVALUATION 
Databases of 30 random gel electrophoresis images 
been tested for the analysis. However, only 22 images 
could be analyzed automatically and the other 8 GE 
images were poor quality, so user can detect bands 
manually to get the data. The following figures 13 show 
and example for the software results: 
h) 
i) 
g) 
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 , 
and  
 
 
 of coordinates 
 
 
 
 
have 
1- Enter the gel image file → open (extension to file  jpg, 
jpeg, tiff,  png or  bmp). 
2- To show number of every lane in the gel image, click : 
Detect lanes. 
3- Select the lane of marker from the drop down list. Then, 
you can save final gel image.
4- Click: Detect bands, you can make right click to add or 
delete any band manually. 
5- Click: Length Estimation to estimate the length of 
unknown bands 
6- Write the length of the marker in table, then select from 
the two options fitting estimation or ruler estimation to 
estimate unknown band. 
7- You can save the data from fitting estimation and ruler 
estimation in excel sheet. 
8- You can save the data in zeros and ones after the work of 
the convergence of the distances bands in different lanes. 
9- Phyogram tree can be generated
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1) 
2) 
4) 
3) 
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Fig. 13: All the data and images generated in each step 
and every step referred to in the program.
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this work, new gel analyzer software with new 
mathematical methods were generated to facilit
analyze DNA or Protein gel image. The new gel analyzer 
software extracts many biological data from an image (eg: 
number of lanes, detect its bands, estimate unknown 
band's length and determining type of the band in the 
8) 
7) 
5) 
6) 
9) 
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ateand 
lane). MATLAB GUI is presented 
problems and enhancing the quality of gel figures. 
Determination of DNA molecular weight markers of 
unknown bands is estimated by two methods: fitting 
estimation and ruler estimation. The cubic model is 
presented a best model in compar
quadratic models to determine approximate marker 
weights from evaluating coefficient of determination R2,
residual value and RMS values for each band. The cubic 
model shows no significant difference with ruler model 
estimation for preprocessing a given image and detecting 
lanes and bands automatically to approximate marker 
weight of unknown bands.  
The program can be downloaded from the link:  
ftp://ftpserver.zu.edu.eg/ 
The future work on the current program will include 
regular enhancements to deal with multiple in the same 
time images. Moreover, adding more options to select the 
appropriate filter for an image and which mathematical 
modeling will be applied for analysis and comparison.
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